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Abstract—This paper deals with the performance 

improvement of a mono modal face identification. A 

statistical study of various structures of the LBPs (Local 

Binary Patterns) features associated to two metrics is 

performed to find out those committing errors on different 

subjects. Then, during the identification stage, these 

optimal variants are used, and a simple score level fusion is 

adopted. The score fusion is done after min-max 

normalization. The main contribution of this paper 

consists in the association of multiple LBP schemes with 

different metrics using simple fusion operation. The overall 

identification rating up to 99% using AT&T database is 

achieved.  

Index Terms— Face identification, Local Binary 

Pattern, Chi-squared metric, Log-likelihood metric, scores 

level fusion. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the late 90s, face recognition has blossomed with 

the development of new algorithms allowing the 

transition from research to commercialization 
[1-3]

. To 

increase the identification rate and to avoid the limited 

performance of mono modal recognition approaches; 

many recognition systems emerged using fusion of 

different multimodal recognition, multiple algorithms, 

etc. Many systems are proposed in the literature fusing 

face and other modalities. In [4-5] the authors have 

suggested hybrid biometric person identification based 

on acoustic and visual features. The fusing of the two 

modalities is done after a normalizing step. In [6], to 

deal with the non reliability of face recognition, the 

authors associated the face and the fingerprints for an 

automatic personal identification. In [7], the authors 

proposed a probabilistic combination of face and gait 

cues for identification. Other authors combined face and 

ear images [8]. More homogenous modalities are 

proposed in [9] where face and iris biometrics are 

combined for identity verification. To alleviate some of 

the drawbacks of individual matchers by providing 

multiple evidence of the same identity, the fusion of 

more than two modalities can be found in the literature. 

In [10], the authors address the problem of information 

fusion on combining three biometric modalities: face, 

fingerprint and hand geometry. In [11], a multimodal 

biometric system using face, voice and lip is presented. 

One of the challenges, in fusing many classifiers, is the 

choice of fusion strategy. If this latter is inefficient, the 

combined results will not give the desirable result and 

may fall in between the best and the poor fusing 

classifiers. In addition to the question of how to fuse, 

another question raises here: how many classifiers to 

fuse? In many practical cases, the combinations lead to 

prohibitive computational load increase limiting their 

use in many multimedia supports. Furthermore, this 

involves the use of expensive equipment for each 

modality augmenting thus, the cost of the system. To 

overcome the high complexity and costs of multimodal 

systems, one should use an efficient algorithm for 

feature extraction and use a simple fusion strategy 

within the same algorithmic background. 

Among these algorithms, LBP (Local Binary 

Patterns) approach is known to improve the performance 

and speed of identification. In fact, the extracted 

features are integers better suited for implementation in 

different digital media. 

 In this paper, a fusion approach based only on 

merging various configurations applying two metrics is 

presented. This has the advantage to use the same 

algorithmic background to achieve a high identification 

with reduced computational load. 

In this work, the identification is ensured by 

measuring the distance between histograms obtained by 

applying LBP operator. Two metrics, the statistical Log-

likelihood and the Chi-squared, are considered. To 

improve the identification performance, a score level 

fusion of different configurations of the LBP features is 

realized. This paper is organized as follows: in section II, 

the face-recognition framework is introduced; a 

description of used features and modeling is given. In 

section III, an overview of the data set used for 
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conducting experiments is described. The fusion 

strategy in section IV is presented. In section V, some 

preliminary results are shown. At last, concluding 

remarks are drawn in section VI. 

II. FACE RECOGNITION FRAMEWORK  

A.  Local Binary Patterns descriptor 

In any recognition system, the extracted parameters 

play a decisive role in the performance of the classifiers. 

Hence, it is important to derive representative features 

with tolerance against class intra variability while 

keeping high discrimination in between different classes. 

Another important issue is the simplicity of extraction 

from the raw images. Furthermore, it is desirable for the 

extracted features to laying in low-dimensional space. 

The LBP descriptor was mentioned for the first 

time in [12] to measure the local contrast of an image. 

Ojala et al.
[13]

 popularized it three years later for analysis 

and classification of textures.  

The main reasons for the success of these 

parameters are the high discriminative power, thanks to 

capturing different textures, tolerance against 

illumination changes and a low computational load. The 

extraction principle consists in comparing the pixel 

luminance against its neighbor levels. This reflects 

information on regular patterns in the image that is a 

texture. Depending on the scale of the used 

neighborhood, this descriptor detects some areas of 

interest such as corners or edges. The basic LBP 

operator assigns a label to each pixel of the image by 

applying a threshold to the 3 × 3 local neighbors from 

the central pixel. The result is a binary number 
[14-15]

. 

Figure. 1 depicts the procedure for calculating a label by 

the basic LBP method
 [16]

. 

 

Figure. 1 LBP Pattern construction (11010010)2=210 using basic LBP 

descriptor 

Ojala et al. 
[14]

 extends the LBP operator by taking 

local neighbors located on a circle of radius R. This 

variant method, noted LBP(P, R), is used to better 

distinguish between gray levels. 

The following formula gives the coordinates of 

each neighboring pixel 
[17]

: 

 

{
            

   

 
     

          
   

 
 

                                    

 

Where P is the number of pixel neighbors included 

in the comparison, and R is the distance between the 

central pixel C of coordinates          and its P-

neighbors. 

Figure. 2 shows the neighboring pixels used by the 

operator by varying the number P and radius R.  

Referring to the equation (1), possibility for some 

details not to be located on a single pixel is to consider. 

In this case,  a bilinear interpolation of intensity values 

of neighboring pixels should be done 
[17]

. 

 

 

Figure. 2  (8, 1), (16, 2) and (16, 4) LBP configurations. 

Another extension of the LBP descriptor is the 

uniform LBP. A uniform pattern is defined as a pattern 

with two transitions at 01 or 10
 [16]

. Only         
    out of    are uniform LBP patterns but it is found 

experimentally that 90% of motifs found in the images 

are uniform. Experience showed that not considering the 

non uniform patterns do not affect the descriptor 

performance
 [17]

. 

The LBP operator is applied to each pixel instead 

of describing the image by the LBP patterns; the data 

will be reduced by constructing a histogram. 

 

B. Histogram modeling and metrics 

We cut the image in a regular grid (as in figure. 3) 

and calculate a histogram on each cell. Therefore, all the 

histograms are concatenated to describe the image. This 

operation is repeated for every person in the database. 

The size of sub blocks forming the grid depends on the 

image resolution. 

 

 
 

Figure. 3  Sub blocks histogram concatenation for every person in 
the data base. 

 

Identification is done by measuring the distance 

between test image histogram and all database models. 

Two metrics are considered, the statistical Log-

likelihood metric (equation (2)) and the Chi-squared one 

(equation (3)). 
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Where S is the test sample vector and M is a vector 

model. 

 

III.  DATABASE AND IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK 

We experiment on the AT&T database 
[18]

 consisting 

in 40 people (s1... s40) with 10 separate exposures for 

each person. This database is selected for variability in 

time, in facial expressions and in lightning for some 

subjects. Furthermore, tolerance to lateral position and 

subjects with and without wearing glasses is found. 

Our procedure is to use five images for learning, and 

the other five images for testing, for all individuals in 

the database. However, the choice of the learning 

images is drawn randomly. Hence, all images are 

allowed to be used sometimes as learning set and other 

times as testing image. Figure. 4 gives an example of 

images taken from the AT&T database used for training 

and others used for testing. 

 

 
 

Figure. 4  Image example used for enrollment (right) and test 
image (left). 

 

To evaluate the identification performance of a 

system, the computation of the identification rate is 

needed. For this, each person's enrollment images is 

modeled by calculating their histogram patterns (LBP 

application). The same calculations to test images are 

applied. Afterwards, we calculate the distance between 

the histogram of a given test image and that of all 

models using the metrics. Figure. 5 sketches the 

identification framework using the measure of distance 

between histograms. 

First, there is a need to find out the number of blocks 

to consider. For this, a study is conducted by calculating 

the rate of identification of each configuration by 

varying the number of considered regions using the two 

metrics separately. The remaining experiments are 

carried out by taking the best-obtained number of 

regions. 

 

 

Figure. 5 Identification framework 

 

 Figure. 6 sketches histogram's models of three subjects 

using only one block (left side) and 16 blocks (right 

side). Clearly, using one block the histogram loses its 

discriminatory power as all the three histograms are 

merely identical. This is not the case when using more 

blocks. 

 

 
 

Figure. 6  LPB patterns histograms for three subjects using one 
block (right) and 16 blocks (left). 

IV. FUSION STRATEGY 

To control the configurations to merge, a statistical 

study of clients falsely identified by each configuration 

must be made. Then, the configurations giving errors on 

different subjects of database are merged. A 

normalization step of the two vectors distance (distance 

of each test pattern over 200 enrollment models) is 

necessary to ensure they belong to the same range of 

variations, see [19-20] for more details on fusion issue. 

The standard min-max normalization is the adopted 

technique
 [21]

. The principle is based on applying 

equation (4). 

By scores  {   }          , we get the 

normalized scores by: 
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       {   }

   {   }      {   }
                                       

 

Then the two normalized vectors are summed, and 

the identification rate according to the new vectors is 

calculated. For the case of fusing the two different 

metrics, the following procedure is adopted:  

 

 Apply the best configuration scheme of the LBP 

descriptor to the test image for the two 

considered metric ; 

 Compute the scores for both metrics for all data 

set subjects ; 

 Normalize the sorted scores using equation (4); 

 Fuse the metric results giving scores for subjects 

that are marked as different ; 

 Sort the normalized scores;  

 Identify the unknown person.  

Figure. 7 reports this procedure taking the case of 

three subject's model image and a test image. 

 

 
 
Figure. 7 Example of two configurations fusion combined with two 

different metrics. 

V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An identification performance study based on the 

number of regions considered to describe LBP pattern is 

first conducted. The satisfactory number of regions is 

the one giving the highest identification rate for each 

LBP pattern variant. In table. 1, only the adequate 

number of blocks and the corresponding identification 

rate that achieves the higher rate for the considered 

metric is reported. Furthermore, the persons giving the 

erroneous identification are reported in the same table. 

The data set persons numbering is noted sn/i, where n 

stands for the index of the person and i the index of the 

person erroneously identified. 

In the upcoming performance study, the optimal 

number of blocks leading to the higher identification 

rate is used. We first merge the LBP configurations two 

by two using the statistical Log-likelihood metric for 

measuring distance between histograms. We report the 

results in table. 2. 

The same operation using the Chi-squared metric is 

performed, and the results are presented in table. 3. 

Tables 2 and 3 show that the fusing of two variants with 

different LBP radii increases the identification rate. 

These reflect the fact that information extracted by 

configuration variants is uncorrelated, and therefore, are 

complementary. Same remark applies to configurations 

not considering the same number of neighbors. We 

notice that we can achieve a high identification rate for 

many two by two configurations especially using the 

statistical Log-likelihood metric. Of course, the scores 

are merged using the arithmetic fusion procedure. 

At the end, the fusion of LBP combined variants 

using a statistical Log-likelihood metric in one hand 

with those obtained using a Chi-squared metric is 

realized.  

We also exclusively use the metric results giving 

scores for subjects that are marked as different. Only 

interesting results are drawn in table. 4.  

According to the obtained results in tables 2, 3 and 4, 

there are a choice for adopting the final identification 

strategy.  

Indeed, an identification rate of 99% by two ways is 

achieved: the first using fusion of two different 

configurations but with the same metric and the second 

way by fusing two configurations using different metrics 

and different configurations. In both cases, the same 

algorithmic background is used. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we deal with face identification based 

on extracting LBP features. A decision by considering 

two metrics the statistical Log-likelihood and the Chi-

squared is made. 

Tests are performed by considering different 

configurations of the LBP operator applied to the 

images in the AT&T database. First of all, the best 

subdivision of images for each configuration is fixed. 

Thus, the gained score is improved by combining 

features that make false identification on different 

subjects using two metrics. In fact, an identification 

rating up to 99% is achieved for several variants. 

Among the possible application of this work that may be 

mentioned is the implementation of facial recognition in 

mobile phone or any support with reduced 

computational capacity. 
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TABLE. 1  OPTIMAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS AND IDENTIFICATION RATE FOR CONSIDERED CONFIGURATIONS. 

Log-likelihood metric Chi-squared metric 

 
Configuration 

 

 

 
Optimal 

number of 

regions 

 
Identification 

rate 

 
Erroneous identification 

 
Identification 

rate 

 
Erroneous identification 

       

 

(4×4) 

 

96.5% 

 
s3/07; s3/08; s5/10; 

s9/07 ; s17/10; s28/08 ; 

s40/09 

 

96.5% 

 
s3/07; s3/08; s5/10; 

s9/07; s17/10; s28/08;  

s40/09 

       

 

(6×6) 

 

96% 

 
s3/08; s3/07 ; s4/06; 

s9/07 ; s17/10; s35/06 ; 

s40/07; s40/09 

 

97% 

 
s1/08; s9/07; s10/09; 

s17/06; s28/8; s40/09 

       

 

(4×4) 

 

95.5% 

 
s4/06; s5/10; s17/06; 

s17/07 ; s17/09; s17/10 ; 

s26/07; s36/10; s40/09 

 

97% 

 
s5/10; s9/07; s10/10 ;;. 

s17/6 ; s17/10 ; s40/09 

       

 

(4×4) 

 

97.5% 

 
s5/10 ; s9/07 ; s10/10 ; 

s28/08 ; s40/09 

 

97.5% 

 
s5/10 ; s9/07 ; s10/10 ; 

s28/08 ; s40/09 

        

 

(3×3) 

 

96.5% 

 
s3/07 ; s4/06 ; s9/07 ; 

s17/10 ; s28/08 ; s31/07 ; 

s40/09 

 

96.5% 

 
s3/07 ; s4/06 ; s9/07 ; 

s17/10 ; s28/08 ; s31/07 ; 

s40/09 

        

 

(2×2) 

 

96% 

 
s3/07 ; s4/06 ; s5/08; 

s5/10 ; s16/10 ; s21/08 ; 

s35/06; s40/06 

 

96% 

 
s3/07 ; s4/06 ; s5/08; 

s5/10 ; s16/10 ; s21/08 ; 

s35/06; s40/09 

        

 

 (3×3) 

 

98% 

 
s17/06 ; s17/07 ; s17/10; 

s40/09 

 

98% 

 
s17/06 ; s17/07 ; s17/10; 

s40/09 

        

 

 (2×2) 

 

98.5% 

 

s5/10 ; s21/08 ; s40/9;  

 

98.5% 

 

s5/10 ; s21/08 ; s40/9;  

 

 

TABLE. 2  IDENTIFICATION RATE AFTER FUSION BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS USING LOG-LIKELIHOOD METRIC 

 

 

 

 Log-likelihood metric 

                                                      

L
o

g
-l

ik
el

ih
o
o

d
 m

et
ri

c 

       96.5% 97.5% 97% 97% 97% 97% 98% 

        97% 98.5% 96.5% 96% 97% 99% 

         97% 97% 99% 97.5% 99% 

          98% 99% 99% 98% 

            96.5% 96% 98.5% 

             98% 99% 

              98% 
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TABLE. 3  IDENTIFICATION RATE AFTER FUSION BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS USING CHI-SQUARED METRIC 

 Chi-squared metric 

 

                                                     

C
h

i-
sq

u
ar

ed
 m

et
ri

c 
       96.5% 97.5% 97.5% 96.5% 96.5% 97% 98% 

        97.5% 98.5% 97.5% 98% 98% 98.5% 

         96.5% 97.5% 97.5% 97.5% 98.5% 

          97.5% 97.5% 98.5% 99% 

            95% 97.5% 98.5% 

             98% 98.5% 

              98.5% 

 

TABLE.4 IDENTIFICATION RATE AFTER METRIC FUSION BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS 

LBP(8,1)  

96.5%

LBP(8,2)  

96%

LBP(8,3)  

95.5%

LBP(8,4)  

97.5%

LBP(16,1)  

96.5%

LBP(16,2)  

96%

LBP(16,3)    

98%

LBP(16,4)  

98.5%

LBP(8,1) 96.5% 96.5% 95% 97.5% 97% 97% 97% 97% 98%

LBP(8,2) 97% 97% 97.5% 98% 98% 97.5% 98% 98% 98.5%

LBP(8,3) 97% 97.5% 98% 97% 97% 97.5% 97.5% 97% 99%

LBP(8,4) 97.5% 97.5% 99% 97.5% 97% 98% 98.5% 98.5% 99%

LBP(16,1) 96% 97% 96% 96.5% 97.5% 96% 95.5% 96% 98.5%

LBP(16,2) 98% 97% 98.5% 97.5% 98.5% 97.5% 98.5% 98% 99%

LBP(16,3) 98.5% 97.5% 99% 98% 98.5% 97.5% 98% 98% 98%

Log-likelihood metric

C
h

i-
s
q

u
a
re

d
 m

e
tr

ic
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